THE PATENT STORY

“WHO’S REALLY THE
GREATEST INVENTOR?”
this is the true story of
a smart inventor and
a great inventor
who were not the best of friends.
one was renowned, the other destitute.
Thomas Edison is widely known as
perhaps the greatest inventor
ever, being credited with the
development of the light bulb,
motion picture and DC current.
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Although Edison was responsible
for many life-changing inventions,
it is a little publicized fact that he
actually bought some of the
patents.
Many of Edison’s patents, both of
his own invention and of others,
became a commercial success,
granting him the funds to patent
more and more inventions.

Lesser known Nikola Tesla was an
unbelievable genius whose visions
far exceeded his time. Tesla
worked for Edison for a time.

During World War 1, the US
government
commissioned
Edison to discover a way to
detect underwater submersibles.
Tesla suggested using an energy
wave but Edison ridiculed his
idea. Tesla’s idea was essentially
radar, a method now commonly
used to detect ships and aircrafts.

The animosity between the two geniuses came
to a boiling point when Edison’s DC current was
pitched against Tesla’s AC current. “The War of
Currents” saw no victor as both currents are still
widely used today.
By then, Tesla had already left the employment
of the more renowned inventor and tried to
make it on his own. He would go on to create,
amongst others, the turbine engine, wireless
broadcasting and energy transfer. He would
also, attempt to achieve his life long dream of
providing free wireless energy and signals for the
betterment of mankind.

In his lifetime, Tesla was
granted only about a
hundred patents. The
man who invented
most of the modern
world died destitute
and relatively unknown.

Edison was granted 1093
US patents in his lifetime.
He passed away peacefully,
rich and very famous.

“BE A SMART TESLA”
Although Tesla never invented because
he wanted to get rich, recognition of his
true genius remains scarce.

He could have been the titleholder of
“greatest inventor”
if he had more patents to his name.

Patent is the exclusive rights
that protects an invention,
whether a product or a process.

Even today, it ensures that credit is given to
the rightful creator
and helps generate funding from their marketable ideas
for future research and development.

In short, it lets the inventors
keep on inventing.

“CAN I PATENT THIS?”

If it is new,
not known anywhere in
the world.
If it is not obvious
to someone with
knowledge and
experience in the field.
If it is capable
of being produced
or used in any industry.
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“HERE’S HOW IT’S DONE”

“JOIN THE HALL OF FAME”
Inventions that made our world a better place...

...and their inventors.

US Patent # 2717437

Velcro

George De Mestral, 1951

for keeping things together when they should be,
and coming apart when required.

US Patent #808897

Air conditioning

Willis H. Carrier, 1904

for giving us cooling comfort in our tropical heat.

US Patent #1773980

TELEVISION

Philo Farnsworth, 1927

for endless hours of entertainment.

Taiwan Patent #I270785

Pen Drive

Pua Khein-Seng, 2001

for letting us share large amounts of data with ease.

US Patent #7479949

iPhone
touchscreen

Steve Jobs et al, 2008

for changing the way we use our handphones.

“PATENT ENFORCEMENT
CASE FILES”
“Dyson vs Hoover”
James Dyson famously found 5127 ways ‘how
not to make a vacuum cleaner’ before finding
the one perfect prototype.
He invented the first dust bag-less vacuum
cleaner and obtained his first US patent in 1986.
It became so popular that the other manufacturers started copying his idea including Hoover,
a market leader since the beginning of the
1900s.

Dyson’s
vacuum cleaners
soon became the
fastest selling
product in the
market.

Dyson, despite being the younger
and smaller company sued Hoover
for patent infringement and won in
the year 2002. Dyson received
GBP £4 million* in damages.

"ntp vs
blackberry's maker"
There was a small little company called NTP who
owned a few patents related to wireless technology.
The makers of BlackBerry, RIM, probably wished
they had known about them before they were
slapped with a lawsuit by the little known company who held a powerful weapon - a valid
patent for wireless email system.
The judged ruled in favor of NTP, and panic
broke out in the whole of ‘businessland’, from
executives to directors, who feared their favourite communication gadget would become a
redundant piece of plastic.

Everyone heaved a sigh of relief when
NTP accepted USD$ 612.5million** in
settlement.
Source: *BBC News, 3rd October 2002, Dyson agrees £4m Hoover damages
**CNET New, 3rd March 2006, BlackBerry saved

“YOU’RE AN INVENTOR,
NOT A PATENT AGENT”
Patenting can be a complicated process for the
uninitiated.
You can focus on discovering groundbreaking
technology and inventions, while we take care of
the rest.

IPvolusi Sdn Bhd is a consultancy firm specializing in
Intellectual Property Creation, Management and
Protection.
Our team of IP Consultants has first hand experiences
in R&D, technical applications, business and
IP Management. This unique blend of expertise
places us in the ideal position to assist our clients.

OUR COMPREHENSIVE
SERVICES INCLUDE:
Patent Search
to determine novelty, trends and possible
threats for an invention.
Patent Drafting
to comprehensively define your scope of
technology for thorough patent protection.
IP Filing
to obtain IP protection with local and
international IP Offices.
Strategic IP
Advisory Services
to manage and strategize your IP portfolios.
IP Training
to increase IP knowledge and competency
of companies and their employees.
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